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Composition. Composition is the arrange-
ment of objects in a pleasing group. The
most simple, pleasing arrangement is tri-
angular. In A, Fig. 7, is a triangle and be-
low it are three balls, one on each angle of
the triangle, and still lower down; in Gr, are
the trunks cf three trees arranged in the
same manner. In like manner, B, C, D, E
and F show the different arrangement of tri-
angles; under each triangle are the balls
grouped in the same manner, and below these
is a composition illustrating the group.
 Direction is indicated by lines. It is the
office of a line to show direction. A vertical
line indicates a vertical direction or surface;
a horizontal line, a horizontal direction or
surface; an oblique line, an oblique direction
or surface, and a curved line, a curved direc
tion or surface.
The principal directions that lines may
take are, therefore, vertical, horizontal and
oblique, and are indicated by the vertical,
horizontal and oblique straight and curved
lines.
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COMPOSITION-A simple cjroujDing of rfiree objects,
Thus, group H corresponds to B; I, to C;
J, to D;'K, to E; and L, to F.
Grouping may be learned by composing
such exercises as these: Make a group of
trees based on-triangle A, triangle B, tri-
angle C, and so on.
I: Direction, or the Surface of Objects
"-Direction.-- Direction tells about the sur-
face ' of objects and the various lines that
indicate surface.
•Direction also, indicates action—the action
of-growth as seen ia growing plants; the
action of inanimate form as seen in-the move*
xnents of animals, and the a^tion^
Its'seen Sii graceful movements*-
 In A, Fig. 8, the trees rest on a horizontal
surface indicated by the horizontal lines; al-
so in F the horizontal horizon line suggests
the horizontal surface of the water. In B
the single tree rests on an oblique .surface
suggested by the oblique line of the slope.
In E the vertical lines of the cliff: suggest
their vertical surface. C represents an .out-
ward curved surface and D an inward curved
surface. • The representation of surfaces
may be learned through such exercises as
these: Draw an apple resting on a horizon;
tal surface; on an oblique surface; on .an
outward curved surface; on.an inward curved
-Ijto-Diaimer. represent othe* ohr
on.the various surf aces, \ :

